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Abstract
The decomposition of graphs by clique-minimal separators is a common algorithmic tool, first in-
troduced by Tarjan. Since it allows to cut a graph into smaller pieces, it can be applied to pre-
process the graphs in the computation of many optimization problems. However, the best known
clique-decomposition algorithms have respective O(nm)-time and O(n2.69)-time complexity, that is pro-
hibitive for large graphs. Here we prove that for every graph G, the decomposition can be computed in
O (T (G) + min{n2.3729, ω2n})-time with T (G) and ω being respectively the time needed to compute a
minimal triangulation of G and the clique-number of G. In particular, it implies that every graph can
be clique-decomposed in O˜(n2.3729)-time. Based on prior work from Kratsch et al., we prove in addition
that computing the clique-decomposition is at least as hard as triangle detection. Therefore, the exis-
tence of any o(n2.3729)-time clique-decomposition algorithm would be a significant breakthrough in the
field of algorithmic. Finally, our main result implies that planar graphs, bounded-treewidth graphs and
bounded-degree graphs can be clique-decomposed in linear or quasi-linear time.
Keywords: clique-decomposition; minimal triangulation; clique-number; treewidth; planar graphs;
bounded-degree graphs.
1 Introduction
Our purpose in this work is to study the complexity of separating a graph with all its minimal separators
that are cliques. In the literature, such minimal separators are called clique-minimal separators, and the
decomposition process is called clique-decomposition. We refer to [6] for a survey. The clique-decomposition
has been introduced by Tarjan in [32], where it is studied for its algorithmic applications. Indeed, it is often
the case that hard problems on graphs (theoretically or in practice) can be solved on each subgraph of the
clique-decomposition separately. See for instance [4, 9, 14, 15, 18, 19, 26, 34]. In particular, there are NP-
hard problems that can be solved on graphs when the subgraphs obtained with the clique-decomposition are
“simple enough” w.r.t. the problem. This was first noted by Gavril in [22] for the so-called clique-separable
graphs. Other classes of graphs with a “simple” clique-decomposition comprise the chordal graphs (that
can be clique-decomposed into complete subgraphs), the EPT graphs [23] and the P6-free graphs [12, 13].
Note that general graphs may fail to contain a clique-minimal separator (we will call them prime graphs
in the following), however in practice the biological networks, the graph of the autonomous systems of the
Internet and some other complex networks do contain clique-minimal separators — as supported by some
experimentations [1, 15].
With the exception of an O(n2.69)-time algorithm in [28], all the best known algorithms for computing
clique-decomposition have an O(nm)-time complexity [2, 30, 32], that is cubic for dense graphs. Therefore,
∗This work is partially supported by ANR project Stint under reference ANR-13-BS02-0007 and ANR program “Investments
for the Future” under reference ANR-11-LABX-0031-01.
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it becomes too prohibitive to run them on large graphs with thousands of vertices and sometimes billions of
edges. Following a recent trend in algorithmic [11], we here investigate on the optimal time for computing
the clique-decomposition.
Related work. To the best of our knowledge, the time complexity of clique-decomposition has received
little attention in the literature. We are only aware of a recent article [7] introducing a generic framework
to compute the clique-decomposition of graphs. This framework applies to all the best-known algorithms to
compute the clique-decomposition. Indeed, all these algorithms follow the same three steps:
1. Compute a minimal triangulation of the graph;
2. Find the clique-minimal separators of the graphs (using the minimal triangulation);
3. Finally, recursively disconnect the graph with its clique-minimal separators.
We emphasize that the first step: computing a minimal triangulation, has been extensively studied (see [24]
for a survey). So far, the best-known algorithm to compute a minimal triangulation of a graph has an
O˜(n2.3729)-time complexity. Note that it is less than O(n2.69), that has been the best-known complexity for
computing the clique-decomposition of a graph — until this note.
Furthermore, new clique-decomposition algorithms are proposed in [7] that are provably faster than the
classical approach in some cases, that is, they run in O(nm0)-time for some m0 < m. In order to compare
these algorithms with our work, let us note that the authors in [7] claim that bounded-treewidth graphs
can be clique-decomposed in quadratic-time, whereas we will show that it can be done in quasi linear-time.
Fast (quadratic-time) algorithms to compute the clique-decomposition can also be found in [3, 8] for some
specific graph classes, but the latter algorithms deeply rely upon the structural properties of these graphs.
Closest to our work are two papers from Kratsch and Spinrad [27, 28]. In [28], they describe what has been,
until this note, the best-known algorithm to compute the clique-decomposition. The latter algorithm has
running timeO(n2.69), that follows from an algorithm to compute a minimal triangulation of the graph within
the same time bounds. We will generalize their result in our work, proving that the clique-decomposition
can be computed in O(n2.3729)-time if any minimal triangulation of the graph is given1. Furthermore, lower-
bounds on the complexity of computing the clique-decomposition can be deduced from some results in [27].
In particular, they show that finding a clique-minimal separator in a graph is at least as hard as finding a
simplicial vertex, even if a minimal elimination ordering is given as part of the input. The latter implies that
computing a minimal triangulation is not the only complexity bottleneck of clique-decomposition algorithms.
Our contributions. On the negative side, we first prove a lower-bound on the complexity of computing
the clique-decomposition. More precisely, we will build upon a result in [27] in order to prove that clique-
decomposition is at least as hard as triangle detection (Theorem 4).
We next focus on the two last steps of clique-decomposition algorithms, that is, we ignore the first step of
computing a minimal triangulation. Our main result is that the clique-minimal separators of a graph G can
be computed in O(T (G) + min{n2.3729, ω2n})-time, with T (G) and ω being respectively the time needed to
compute a minimal triangulation of G and the clique-number of G (let us remind that the clique-number of
G is the size of a largest clique in G). The latter result follows from two simple algorithms that respectively
run in O(T (G) + n2.3729)-time (Proposition 5) and in O(T (G) + ω2n)-time (Proposition 6). Furthermore,
whereas the first algorithm (in O(T (G) + n2.3729)-time) relies upon fast matrix multiplication, the second
one is purely combinatorial and can be easily implemented.
We finally notice that any graph G can be clique-decomposed within the same time bound O(T (G) +
min{n2.3729, ω2n}) (Theorem 7). Since a minimal triangulation can be computed in T (G) = O˜(n2.3729)-
time for any graph G, our main result implies that any graph can be clique-decomposed in O˜(n2.3729)-time.
Furthermore, faster and practical algorithms can be obtained in some cases — whenever the graphs have
bounded clique-number and a minimal triangulation can be computed efficiently. We will show it is the case
1It seems to us that the techniques in [28] could also be applied to any minimal triangulation. Nonetheless, we will propose








S1 = {2, 6}
A1 = {1, 2, 6} S2 = {2, 6, 8}
A2 = {2, 6, 7, 8} A3 = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8}
(b) Atom tree of G
Figure 1: A connected graph G (Figure 1a), an atom tree of the graph (Figure 1b).
for interesting graph classes such as planar graphs, bounded-treewidth graphs and bounded-degree graphs
(see Section 5.1 for details).
Altogether, this is hint that our O˜(n2.3729)-time clique-decomposition algorithm is optimal up to polyloga-
rithmic factors — due to the well-know equivalence between triangle detection and matrix multiplication [33].
Definitions and useful notations are given in Section 2. Last, we will conclude this paper with an open
conjecture in Section 6.
2 Definitions and preliminaries
We will use standard graph terminology from [10]. Graphs in this study are finite, simple (hence without
loops nor multiple edges) connected and unweighted, unless stated otherwise. Given a graph G = (V,E) and
a set S ⊆ V , we will denote by G[S] the subgraph of G that is induced by S. The open neighbourhood of
S, denoted by N(S), is the set of all vertices in G[V \ S] that are adjacent to at least one vertex in S. The
closed neighbourhood of S is denoted by N [S] = N(S) ∪ S.
Clique-minimal separators. A set S ⊆ V is a separator in G if there are at least two connected com-
ponents in G[V \ S]. In particular, a full component in G[V \ S] is any connected component C in G[V \ S]
satisfying that N(C) = S (note that a full component might fail to exist). The set S is called a minimal
separator in G if it is a separator and there are at least two full components in G[V \ S]. In particular, S is
a clique-minimal separator if it is a minimal separator and G[S] is a complete subgraph.
Clique-decomposition and atom tree. A graph is prime if it does not contain any clique-minimal
separator. Examples of prime graphs are the complete graph Kn and the cycle graph Cn. The clique-
decomposition of a graph G is the family of all inclusionwise maximal subsets Ai such that G[Ai] is prime,
and it is unique [30]. The subsets Ai are called the atoms of G.
Usually, we represent the clique-decomposition with a binary rooted tree, that is called an atom tree and
is recursively defined as follows (see Figure 1 for an illustration).
• If G is a prime graph then it has a unique atom tree, that is a single node labeled with V .
• Else, an atom tree of G is any binary rooted tree such that: its root is labeled with a clique-minimal
separator S in G, the left child of the root is a leaf-node that is labelled with A = S ∪ C where C is a
full component of G[V \ S] and G[A] is prime, furthermore the subtree that is rooted at the right child
of the root is an atom tree of G[V \ C].
Informally, an atom tree can be seen as the trace of some execution of a clique-decomposition algorithm
(e.g., a decomposition ordering). Note that the atom tree of a graph may not be unique. Furthermore, any
atom tree has linear-size (defined as the sum of the label cardinalities) O(n+m) [5].
Lemma 1 ( [30]). Let G = (V,E) and T be an atom tree of G. Each leaf-node of T is labeled with an atom
of G, and each atom of G appears exactly once as a leaf-node label in T .
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Since any atom tree has linear-size, we have by Lemma 1 that
∑
i |Ai| = O(n + m), where the sets Ai
denote the atoms of G. In contrast with the above result, we observe that there may be Ω(ω2n) edges in
the subgraphs that are induced by the atoms of G, with ω being the clique-number of G, that is, the size of
a largest complete subgraph in G (e.g., see Figure 2).
...
Kω - 1







Figure 2: A split graph G with clique-number ω. The atoms of G are the sets N [vi] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− ω + 1.
Hence, there are ω(ω− 1)(n−ω+ 1)/2 edges in the subgraphs G[N [vi]] that are induced by the atoms of G.
Minimal triangulation. A triangulation of G = (V,E) is any supergraph H = (V,E ∪ F ) such that H
does not contain any induced cycle of length at least four. In particular, H is a minimal triangulation of G
if for any strict subset F ′ ⊂ F , the supergraph H ′ = (V,E ∪ F ′) is not a triangulation of G.
There exist strong relationships between minimal triangulations and clique-minimal separators. Namely,
we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 2 ( [6]). For any minimal triangulation H of a graph G, the clique-minimal separators in G are
exactly the minimal separators in H that induce complete subgraphs of G.
3 Time complexity lower-bound
Let us start proving the hardness of clique-decomposition by reducing this problem from triangle detection. In
the following, recall that a simplicial vertex is one whose closed neighbourhood induces a complete subgraph.
We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 3 ( [27]). The problem of counting the number of simplicial vertices in a graph with 3n+ 2 vertices
is at least as hard as determining whether a graph on n vertices has a triangle.
Theorem 4. The problem of computing the clique-decomposition of a graph with 3n+ 2 vertices is at least
as hard as determining whether a graph on n vertices has a triangle.
Proof. Let G = (V,E) be any graph with 3n+ 2 vertices. In order to prove the theorem, by Lemma 3 it is
sufficient to prove that counting the number of simplicial vertices in G can be done in O(n+m)-time if the
clique-decomposition of G is given (encoded as an atom tree).
We claim that for every simplicial vertex v ∈ V , its closed neighbourhood N [v] is an atom, and in
particular it is the unique atom containing v. Indeed, since G[N [v]] is complete, we have that G[N [v]] is
prime, and so, the subset N [v] must be contained in any atom A containing v. Furthermore, if it were the
case that there exists u ∈ A \N [v] then the clique N(v) would be a uv-separator, thus contradicting the fact
that G[A] is prime. As a result, we have that A = N [v], that proves the claim.
Recall that using an atom tree of G, every atom Ai of G can be written Ai = Ci ∪ Si with Si being a
clique-minimal separator and Si ⊆ N(Ci). In particular, let Mi ⊆ Ci contain every vertex in the atom that
is not contained in any other atom Aj , with j 6= i. Note that all the subsets Mi can be computed by visiting
the atoms sequentially, which takes O(∑i |Ai|) = O(n+m)-time. Furthermore, we have by the above claim
that in order to count the number of simplicial vertices in G, it is sufficient to sum together the cardinalities
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|Mi| of the subsets Mi such that the atom Ai is a clique. Here is a way to achieve the goal in linear-time.
Since the subsets Ci are pairwise disjoint, let us reorder the vertices in G so that in any adjacency list, it
first appears the neighbours in C1, then those in C2, and so on. In such case, the atom Ai is a clique if and
only if each vertex in Ci has |Ai| − 1 neighbours in Ai, that is, |Ai| − 1 neighbours that are not contained
in any Cj , with j < i. The latter can be verified by visiting the subsets Ci sequentially, while removing the
vertices in Ci from all adjacency lists at the i
th step. Since the adjacency lists have been reordered, it can
be done in O(m+∑i |Ci|) = O(n+m)-time. So, overall, finding the atoms Ai that are cliques can be done
in O(n + m)-time, which implies that counting the number of simplicial vertices in G can be done within
the same time complexity.
4 Computing the clique-minimal separators
This section is devoted to fast computation of the clique-minimal separators in a graph. We will introduce
two methods which both make use of Lemma 2.
Proposition 5. Let G = (V,E). Suppose that a minimal triangulation of G can be computed in time T (G).
Then, the clique-minimal separators of G can be computed in O(T (G) + n2.3729)-time.
Proof. Let H = (V,E∪F ) be a minimal triangulation of G, with f = |F | fill edges. By the hypothesis it can
be computed in time T (G). Let Ξ = (S1, S2, . . . , Sl) be the minimal separators of H, with l ≤ n. By [21],
the family Ξ can be computed in O(n + m + f) = O(n2)-time. Furthermore, recall that by Lemma 2 the
clique-minimal separators of G are exactly the separators in Ξ that are cliques of G. In order to compute
them, let V = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) be totally ordered. Let AG be the adjacency matrix of G, and let BH be the
clique matrix of H (of dimensions n × l) defined as follows. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
we have bij = 1 if vi ∈ Sj and bij = 0 otherwise. Then, C = AGBH is a matrix of dimensions n × l. It can
be computed in O(n2.3729)-time by using fast matrix multiplication since l ≤ n [29]. Furthermore, for every
1 ≤ i ≤ n and for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we have cij = |NG(vi) ∩ Sj |. Therefore, Sj ∈ Ξ is a clique-minimal
separator of G if and only if we have cij = |Sj | − 1 for every vi ∈ Sj . As a result, the clique-minimal
separators of G are obtained from the matrix C in time O(∑lj=1 |Sj |), that is O(n+m+ f) = O(n2).
Proposition 6. Let G = (V,E). Suppose that a minimal triangulation of G can be computed in time T (G).
Then, the clique-minimal separators of G can be computed in O(T (G) + ω2n)-time.
Proof. Let H = (V,E∪F ) be a minimal triangulation of G, with f = |F | fill edges. By the hypothesis it can
be computed in time T (G). Let us compute the set Ξ of all minimal separators of H. By [21], the family Ξ
can be computed in O(n+m+ f) = O(T (G))-time.
Let S = Ξ. Our aim is to remove separators of H from S until it only contains the clique-minimal
separators of G. In order to achieve the result, let V = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) be totally ordered. We consider the
vertices sequentially. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Si ⊆ S contain every S ∈ S such that vi ∈ S. Furthermore,
let S<i := S ∩ {v1, . . . , vi−1} for every S ∈ Si. If S<i 6⊆ NG(vi) then S is not a clique and it is discarded
from S. Therefore, once the algorithm has terminated, subsets in S are exactly the minimal separators of H
that are cliques of G. By Lemma 2, these are exactly the clique-minimal separators of G. Hence the above
algorithm is correct.
Let us focus on the time complexity. Assume for ease of computation that we maintain an “incidence
graph” IS : with vertex set V ∪S and an edge between every vertex vi ∈ V and every separator S ∈ Si. Note
that IS can be constructed at the initialization step (when Ξ = S) in O(|V |+
∑
S∈Ξ |S|) = O(n+m+f)-time,
that is O(T (G)). Furthermore, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the separators in Si are exactly the neighbours of vertex
vi in IS , hence it takes O(|Si|)-time to access to each of the separators in Si. Discarding a separator S ∈ Si
from S is equivalent to deleting the vertex corresponding to S in IS , which can be done in O(|S|)-time.
Overall, these two types of operations (accessing and discarding) take O(∑ni=1 |Si| +∑S∈Ξ |S|)-time, that
is O(∑S∈Ξ |S|) = O(T (G))-time.
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Finally, deciding whether S<i 6⊆ NG(vi) for every S ∈ Si takes time O(|NG(vi)| +
∑
S∈Si |S<i|). Fur-
thermore, since the vertices are considered sequentially, we have that S<i is a clique for every S ∈ Si
(or else, S would have been discarded from S at some step j < i of the algorithm). This implies that∑
i|S∈Si |S<i| ≤
∑ω
j=1 j = ω(ω + 1)/2 = O(ω2) for every S ∈ Ξ. Hence, since H is triangulated, and so,











5 Faster computation of clique-decomposition
In Section 4, we proved that if a minimal triangulation of a graph G can be computed in time T (G), then
the clique-minimal separators of G can be computed in O(T (G) + min{n2.3729, ω2n})-time. We now prove
that an atom tree of G can be computed within the same time bounds.
Theorem 7. Let G = (V,E). Suppose that a minimal triangulation of G can be computed in time T (G).
Then, the clique-decomposition of G can be computed in O(T (G) + min{n2.3729, ω2n})-time.
Proof. Let H = (V,E∪F ) be a minimal triangulation of G, with f = |F | fill edges. By the hypothesis it can
be computed in time T (G). Furthermore, the clique-decomposition of G can be computed in O(n+m+f) =
O(T (G))-time if H and the clique-minimal separators of G are given [7]. By Propositions 5 and 6, the
clique-minimal separators of G can be computed in O(T (G) + min{n2.3729, ω2n})-time. So, overall it takes
O(T (G) + min{n2.3729, ω2n})-time to compute the clique-decomposition of G.
On the combinatorial side, our approach for computing the clique-decomposition (Theorem 7) is at least
as good as the state-of-the-art O(nm)-time algorithm. Indeed, for any graph G, a minimal triangulation of
G can be computed in time T (G) = O(nm) [31]. Furthermore if G has clique-number ω then it has number
of edges m ≥ ω(ω − 1)/2 = Ω(ω2).
Corollary 8. The clique-decomposition of a graph G can be computed in O˜(n2.3729)-time.
Proof. Since a minimal triangulation of a graph G can be computed in O˜(n2.3729)-time [25], the result follows
from Theorem 7 by replacing T (G) with O˜(n2.3729).
5.1 Applications
By Theorem 7, the clique-decomposition of a graph G can be computed in quasi linear-time if i) G has
bounded clique-number and ii) a minimal triangulation of G can be computed efficiently. Below, we list a
few graph classes for which it is the case.
• A graph G has tree-width at most k if there exists a triangulation of G with clique-number at most k.
Note that the clique-number ω of G is a lower-bound on its tree-width. Furthermore, if G has tree-
width k then a minimal triangulation of G can be computed in O(k7 · n log n)-time [20]. Therefore, by
Theorem 7 the clique-decomposition of bounded tree-width graphs can be computed in O(n log n)-time.
• A graph G is planar if it can be drawn in the Euclidean plane so that edges may only intersect at their
endpoints. By Kuratowski Theorem, G is planar if and only if G is {K3,3,K5}-minor-free. So, a planar
graph G has bounded clique-number ω ≤ 4. Furthermore, if G is planar then a minimal triangulation
of G can be computed in O(n)-time [16]. As a result, by Theorem 7 the clique-decomposition of planar
graphs can be computed in linear-time.
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• Finally, let us consider bounded-degree graphs. Indeed, for every graph G, ω ≤ ∆ + 1 with ω and ∆
being respectively the clique-number and the maximum degree of G. Therefore, bounded-degree graphs
have bounded clique-number. Furthermore, if G has maximum degree ∆ then a minimal triangulation
of G can be computed in O(n · (∆3 + α(n)))-time where α(n) here denotes the inverse of Ackerman’s
function [17]. Hence by Theorem 7 the clique-decomposition of bounded-degree graphs can be computed
in O(n · α(n))-time.
6 Conclusion
By Corollary 8, the time complexity of computing the clique-decomposition of an n-vertex graph G is
O˜(n2.3759). It is unlikely that the problem can be solved in o(n2.3759)-time by Theorem 4 (recall that the
two problems of triangle detection and matrix multiplication are equivalent [33]).
Finally, we proved in Theorem 7 that for every graph G with bounded clique-number ω, the clique-
decomposition of G can be computed in O(T (G) + ω2n)-time where T (G) here denotes the time needed to
compute a minimal triangulation of G. We conjecture that in fact, it can be computed in O(ω2n)-time.
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